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THE

IDEOLOGY

OF

A

HOUSE

IS THE IDEOLOGY OF IT’S INHABITANTS

I. The city, which permanently destroys
About 200 000 families need to improve their living conditions.
The construction of 26 000 000 m2 of multi-storey economy class
housing was provided by Saint-Petersburg’s Master plan.
About 52 000 000 m2 of economy class housing have been built
in Saint-Petersburg during last 50 years. The housing industry was
founded in the middle of

ХХ century in Leningrad. The new

approach was that the parts of the buildings were made in factories
- house-building plants, and then mounted on a construction
site. Such method allowed to build very quickly. Nearly 40% of
development in the second half of 20th century was considered
to be unsatisfying to modern conditions of comfort. Nowaday
evolution of these territories occurs by method of total demolition
of the development and building of new housing units, that will be
suitable to a modern level of comfort.
Scheme of installation of construction
parts.
In such a way about 52 millions m2 were
built.

II. The best ideology – without an
ideology
Different types of mass housing were applied during 3
Standard house of the first part of 18’s
century.

centuries in Saint-Petersburg. This was due to the changing

The housing in St. Petersburg was built on the

of the economical and social conditions. Each type of

model projects in 18’s century.

housing had its physical parameters, and also own special
program. The main thing is that each mass housing type
supported a special lifestyle, the ideology of its inhabitants.
Every time when the social ideology changed, when the
lifestyle of citizens changed, the massive housing had to be
rebuilt completely. The housing of one type mainly is being
Plan of the commercial apartment
building of 19’s century.
People with different social status were living
in one house, therefore residential units had
different parameters and level of comfort.

built in Saint-Petersburg today. It means, that the way of life
for the most part of citizens was predetermined. Modern
citizens are excluded from the selection process of their
lifestyle. In fact, social housing has ceased to be social.

Standard development of
1950’s.
Commune of the first part of 20’s

Houses consisted of identical

century.

living units with staircases and

In the period of the Avant-garde living house

lifts.dergartens, assembly halls.

consisted of living units, staircases and also had
a lot of public spaces such as kitchen-dining
rooms, gyms, kindergartens, assembly halls.

III. A social house without sociality
Leningrad was one of the intellectual centers of mass housing in the USSR
and has a great tradition of industrial constructing. Several generations of the
standard buildings have developed during the last 50 years in Saint-Petersburg.
However,the improvements have only been directed on the slight increase of the
level of comfort in the residential units. For instance,the area of standard kitchens
in 1980’s are bigger for a couple of meters than in 60’s. Ceilings of buildings of
90’s are higher than in 50’s for a couple of decimeters. The economical aspect
has stayed to be major.

The program is not being modified. In fact,today multi-

flat residential building is only the sum of an individual houses with stairs and
lifts. Multi-flat residential buildings were created by the Avant-garde of 1920’s
as a collective dwelling,that today don’t have its social beginning. The foundation
of the housing industry allowed to build the housing quickly and cheaply, but
now it is necessary to create opportunities for the rebirth of sociality. The main
aspect of the mass housing for the city today is social relationshi ps between
inhabitants of the house.

IV. A consumer - a creator
Modern residential buildings in Saint-Petersburg are produced on factories,such
as furniture. Inhabitants of the cities are consumers of these products. Today a
building is made completely in the factory. However,future residents will buy only
parts of it – residential units. The collective starts to form only when the majority
of residential units is occupied. That is why the multi-flat residential building is
the sum of individual households and has a standard program. It’s necessary
to provide an opportunity for reformat of the building totally, when collective will
be formed. It will rediscover the potential of collective housing. Inhabitants will
become consumers and creators of the own living environment.

V. Collective house - collective
design
It is necessary to modify the scientific
developments of Leningrad architects of
1980’s – the construction by bulk modulus
to develop a system of their installation
and dismantling.
The construction by bulk modulus of 1980’s

It will open wide opportunities for the

The development of housing industry occurred in

economy-class housing. Firstly, it will allow

parallel with the design of new prototypes. There are

gradually to improve the residential units,

about 10 innovative ways of industrial construction,

and thereby the level of comfort. Secondly,

which invented in Leningrad.

it makes possible to change the program
of the building – to add or to subtract
elements with different functions.
The main thing is that the residents of the
house will have a choice. They will be
able to create a strong community and
to improve their common house together,
to do collective design. They also can
live in a usual model, which consist of the
sum of autonomous individual households.
The ideology of residents will become the
ideology of the house.
Budget and business plan.
The concept presumes the reorganization
of house production in factories. Therefore,
it is required more detailed researches for
accurate calculation of the budget. The
plan is to build an experimental sample.
Details of the building can be made at the
Saint-Petersburg plant “DSC BLOCK”. It is
the biggest plant in Europe,which produces
prefabricated

